
Discipline Heat formula P.  
The main effect to heart penetration. El.  
 
Left glucose XV of thé inner nervous cell system. 4N = 8/1El 
Halogens form given iodine to oxytocin effects of thé equilibrium hydroxide.  
 
Principle of attraction = electronic weight. El.  
Pulls into the membrane and the cells divide by energy [color] that multiplies the cells by q(of 
equal channels in (1) bass form mass. Nucletic.  
 
Thé scenrion. Left is right, right is wrong. Based on the eyes.  
 
Halogens form oxidine (basis sérotonin) to given memory channels because chemicals balance 
according to time + nitrogen. Speeds per nucleus are rhythms vallacular. Atomics. Degrees of 
fairness. X-g.  
 
Based on the neuron  
Oxygen is then helium in Subatomic ration [stereotypes]. Vallacular = behavior to gravitational 
spells of heat. Plate tectonics.  
 
Heart breaks. Introduction.  Splits 3° West it’s inner planetary system —-> sr: blockage I. R-L 
split From thé radius at heightened degrees of malnertia in c. Where Oxygen is literally being 
taken from you.  Spells in Gravitational pulls in heatwaves basis form Nitrogen P. Formula Y. In 
serotonin under vallacular impulse at x-3 c [inner] conjunction to scenes per pulls of  weight 
helium breaks by relapse in a^2.  (at0) he at 0 speeds helps us to breathe right. In circulation to 
bond to (e) motion x-g of nuclear reactions in waves of [clouds] of emotions [brain] to nuclear 
rotations of gravity from left to right. Heat rotations from the eyes under gravity = hydronucleide.  
 
-h. Thé heat spells radiations. According to time nitrogen reactors in thé body cause Nuclear 
brain damage [outer]} inner velocity radiations. Receptors in the brain fall back to gravitational 
waves upon the membrane to conjoin it’s points Ù at R shock levels. Inner radiations. Green.  
 
Neuron Level Breakage based on Neuron  
Shock levels at bond Breakage has no time to absorb Reality at instance, instead takes from ן
[topography the nucletic weight (L)] of the halogen property group R which leaves room for more 
oxygen to grow in an inner planetary system. Based on alignment. Which is in turn Hן ——> 
opens hydration for neurons through hydrogen chemical waves formula P. 0P+. gH.  
 
Hormones.H29 
Split 14|1:1 
Basis formula P+. Cells inner conjunction to weight. In plagiarism. Nuclear damage. Cells the 
neurons break go in and out of containers in the eyes. Cells to iodine circulation is nuclear 
weight. Basic proportion 2(3,lo°oxidine,.03). Nuclear formulas parallel to the nervous system 



based on cancer, revolving and being distributed through neuron —> lm of 1 nutritional bias. 
3/3T.  
 

E/яz = cן 
 
 


